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First experimental evidence for self-modulation of
an electron bunch in a plasma
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Theself-modulation instability is fundamental for the plasmawakefield acceleration experiment of theAWAKE
collaboration at CERN where this effect is used to generate proton bunches short enough for producing high
acceleration fields. Utilizing the availability of flexible electron beam shaping together with excellent diag-
nostics including an RF deflector, a supporting experiment was set up at the electron accelerator PITZ (Photo
Injector Test facility at DESY, Zeuthen site). This gives valuable results since the underlying physics is the
same for electron and proton beams. The goals are to demonstrate and investigate in detail the self-modulation
of long electron beams.
In 2016 experiments were conducted with an improved setup compared to the preceding year. An upgraded
plasma cell with improved layout was used together with an ArF excimer laser for plasma generation. Here
we present first measurements showing clear evidence of self-modulation: the longitudinal profile of the self-
modulated electron bunch was measured with an RF deflector. Additionally the longitudinal phase space was
measured showing characteristic energy modulations.
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